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The paper is concerned with the following methodological problems: 
- how the, demand for tourism and recreation in a subregion, originating in a different 

subregion, depends on demographic and socio-economic structure of population, and how it 
depends on the attractivenes of recreation spot, including prices and travel cost? 

- how the demand for tourism is related to the supply of accomodation and service facilities? 
- what should be the optimum pricing and taxing policies, maximizing the profits of tourists 

agencies and the revenue of regional budget? 

1. Introduction 

Tourism is not only an interesting subject of st~dy for social and geographic 
scientists. It had been recogni!;)ed a long time ago as an important sector of regional 
economies. As a result there e~ists among the regional planners and decision makers, 
a growing interest in the evaluation of economic benefits accruing to tourism, as 
well as - the evaluation of effects of concrete policies in pricing, taxing and regional 
investments (compare Vickermau (1975), Bokemann (1982)). 

The present paper is concerned mainly with the methodological aspects of tourism 
policies. In particular, attempt has been made to analyse the following problems: 
- how the demand, originated at subregion Ri, for recreation at subregion Ri> 

depends on demographic and socioeconomic structure of Ri and how it is influ
enced depends on demographic and socioeconomic structure of Ri and how it is 
influenced by attractiveness of R i including prices, travel costs services etc.? 

- how the future demand for turism is related to the future supply of accomoda
tion and service facilities? 

- what should be the regional policy in taxing and public investments to ..maximize 
the revenue, satisfy the tourists and private faCilities owners? 

- how the computerised system can assist the planners and decision makers in 
improving the regional planning strategy? 
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2. Consumer demand for turism 

The standard approach to consumer demand for recreation aad t6urism (which 
is recreation spent outside the tourist's residence place) is based on maximization 
of th~ utility function (see e.g. Backer (1965), De Serpa (1971), Vickerman (1975)), 
of the general form 

U=F(x, x 0 ), (1) 

where 
x=vector of consumption of reci·eation goods and services. 

x0 =vector of consumption of the. rest of goods and services; subject to the 
budget constraint 

where 
n,p0 =vectors of prices attached to x, x0 respectively, 

xr, x~ =vectors transposed, 
Y=consumer's consumption budget per year. 

A typical example of U, with scalar variables x, x0 , is the_ function 

U= [Jx0 x~-o, 

where a, {J =given positive numbers' 0 < {J < 1. 

(3) 

By maximizing (3) subject to (2) one obtains the optimum quantities of x0 and x, 
demanded by the consumer; 

:X=!_ y 
n ' 

1-{3 
x0=-- Y. 

Po 

Then one can derive the value of U (:X, .X0) 
6 0: 

0= aC~/3 r-0 ( ~ r y (4) 

Since the variables Y, p 0 , n and 0 change in time t, it is useful to introduce 
the relative increments of the type 

bY=[Y(t+T)- Y(t)]: Y(t) 

Using the incremental variables one can represent the increment of (4),for small 
t, in the form 

-
It is well known that consumers are sensitive to the relative change of utility 

lJU and in the case of drastic changes of income or prices they adopt a new con
sumption model and consumption structure. Referring e.g. to the model (3)-(5) 
one may expect that when bp0 =0, in order to have oU=O, i.e. {Jon=oY, the con
sumers will increase (decrease) along with increasing oY(lJn). 
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As follows from statistical data analysis the share fJ of recreation expenditures 
nx in total expenditures Y, depends also on age, social group, and income class to 
which a particular consumer belongs. 

For example, the Household Budget Survey, published by the Main Statistical 
Office in Poland (1984) reveals that the expenditure., per person, in urban white 
collar families meant for recreation (including also sports, culture, entertainments) 
is 0.109 of total inc01:ne. However; for urban blue collar families it is 0.076, while 
for the fatmers- only 0.035. 

Generally, fJ increases along with the increasing income Y. It means that people 
whose income aY is growing faster (slower) than the annual rise of prices switch 
to the more expensive·(cheaper) forms of recreation i.e. they use the utility model 
with bigger (smaller) {J. 

These observations indicate that in order to have a realistic model of recreation 
it is necessary to split the total population in different social and age groups and 
income classes, each characterised by different fJ parameter. Dealing, in what follows, 
with such classes, {JY is regarded as constant within each class, for small op0 , on 
variations. For larger variations of prices a special consumption submodel can be 

. used, as shown in the last section o[ the present paper. 
Another important feature of recreation demand model is that recreation level x 

should not be regarded as another existing on the market, but as the good "produ
ced", using the consumer's time T and his financial ;reso1,1rces (the economic argu
ments supporting such a point of view are given e.g. in Becker (1965), Vickerman 
(1975)). 

An assumption of decreasing marginal utility with respect to recreation time T 
is here also necessary. According to that assumption the consumer satisfaction, 
which follows out of consumption of Ax, in elementary time interval AT, decreases 
along with the increasing total recreation time T. In other words the function x (T) 
is assumed to be increasing and concave. 

To be concrete, one can assume that the function x (T) can be approximated 
with the accuracy sufficient for practical purposes by the exponential function 

(6) 

where k, are given positive numbers. 
It can he also assumed that recreation may be consumed within independent, 

separated in time, subintervals. During these subintervals one restores the physical 
and mental ability for an efficient work, which decays during the working interval. 

When the separation intervals are long enough, the resulting recreation level 
can be regarded as the sum of n recreations per year, taking place within T; sub
intervals, i.e.: 

11 

x=}; k 1 -a T~ (7) 
i=l 

It shquld be observed that in case of limited total recreation time T it pays to 
recreate in equal subintervals. 

.. 
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Indeed, one can easily check that the optimum values of Ti l!. fi, i= l, ... , n, 
which maximize (7), subject to 

becomes 

T 
t .= - i=l ... n. 

' 11' 

The value of (7) for Ti=T/n, becomes 

x=x (TJ=(nk) 1 -~ T", 

and it is by the factor n1
-" greater than (6) (which corresponds to the recreation 

taken in one interval of T days). 
One of the main reasons the tourists do not split T in subintervals indefinitely 

is the impact of travel cost from residence to the recreation pia ce : 

where -r=time of travel (days), w=cost of travel per day, which increases along 
with n. 

The travel time n-r decreases also the effective time spent for recreation x (unless 
the traveling itself is a recreation). 

The optimum tourist's strategy, when he is trying to maximize his recreation 
evel x with respect to n, and T can be derived by finding 

max (nk)q T" (8) 
1t,T 

subject to budget constraint* 

pT+wm~(JY (9) 

where p=const of accomodation per day, while q is generally a positive number. 
When solving the problem (8), (9) one finds easily that the optimum frequency 

of trips n and recreation time f become : 

q{JY 
n=-rw• ' 

rx(JY 
f=

YP ' 
y=rx+q 

Using (ii, T) trip strategy the tourist attains the following level of recreation 

A (A -) ((JY)Y x=x n T =---
' re 

• 
(10) 

"' Generally speaking, the tourists strategy may be also constrained by total vacation time, i.e. 

T+m:~To 

where To is a given time interval. However, as shown by statistical evidence, the last constraint is, 
on average, non active. 
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where 

(11) 

Since the marginal recreation d:XjdY decreases, generally, along with growing ex
peqditures (JY, it is necessary to assume y:::;; 1. Out of relation (11) one gets the 
price of tourism type of recreation n. That price increases along with the accomo
dation price p and the travel cost w-r:. 

One can now derive the monetary value of net demand for tourism (travel ex~ 
eluding) by 'L consumers, each having income Y: 

a(J 
Yn=((JY-ftw-r:)L=-· YL 

y 
(1-2) 

Using the population class (L) and income (Y) forecasts one can derive by (12) 
the expected, future (e.g. one year ahead) demands. 

3. Interregional demand for tourism 

Consider a system of m regions Rio i=1, ... , m, each having the (class) popu
lation L 1 and the accommodation price (per 1 tourist and 1 night) p 1• Assume the 
travel costs w1i between each pair Rio R J to be given. 

For tourists (living at R1) the recreation level xi> can be described by formula 
{10), while the net demand of the total population L 1 becomes: 

I 

a(J 
Y,,;=-- YL1 , i=l, ... , m. 

y 
(13) 

That demand is allocated among regions Ri in quantities Yu, j=l, ... , m, in such 
a ·way that 

(14) 
j=1 

In the present section our main task is to find the interregiona1 allocation of net 
demands. It will be assumed that the tourists'visits to each region Ri are independent 
and separated in time so that the term x1 c~n be regarded as composed of the sum 
of mxu, j=l, ... , m, terms. Each term xu can be re,presented using (10) and (11) 
as follows 

where 
1 

Ku=(nii) 1-1 ' 

- y 
Yii=Y0 - L , i,j=1, ... ,m. 

IX l 

(15) 
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The tourists strategy consists in finding such YiJ= YtJ j= 1, ... , m, which maximize 
the resulting recreation level: 

m 

_ ~ Kl-7 y-7 
X;- .LJ iJ iJ (16) 

J=l 

subject to 

YIJ?O, j=l, ... ,m (17) 
J .=l 

In order to solve the present problem it is convenient to apply the aggregation 
theory described in Kulikowski (1974). Using that theory one finds, for the case 
of y< 1, easily: 

or 

where 
m 

K;= ~ K 11 , i=l, ... ,m, 
j=l 

The value of x1 (Yu) 
6 x1 becomes 

on the other hand X;=(,BY)Yjn1 

where 

is the resulting recreation price. 

X;=K~-y (,BY). 

(18) 

(19) 

It is possible to observe that the total demand L; Y11 under optimum allocation 
J 

strategy (18) is equal to Yn;, i=l, ... ;m. 
One can show that when y--t 1; K;--tmax {KiJ} and the tourists are spending 

j 

all of their resources in subregion jm only. 
The formula (18) says that the share of total demand (Yil: Yn1) originated at 

region R, with respect to the destination R1 is equal Ku: K1• It is going down whenp1 

or wr:11 are increasing While the rest of regional prices do not change. 
The coefficient KIJ may be called "the resulting attractiveness of region R1 

for tourists coming from region R;", while k1 represents the original attractiveness 
of R1• 

The original attractiveness depends in turn on natural environmental attrac
tiveness if Rh characterized by the number a1 and the service level S1 at R1. 

It may be assumed that S1 is a "production function" of maintenance costs 
Cm, Cam and capital costs Cb Cak (per person per das); supplied by the recreation 
facility owners and regional authority respectively. Then, one can write 

(20) 
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where the elasticities am, ak, f3m, {Jk are given positive numbers and 

o::m+IXr +fJm+fJk=l 

In order to get maximum service level, with limited total costs C1 i.e. 

Cm+Cam+Ck+Cak~CJ, 

the cost components should be chosen in the optimum proportion, i.e~ 

303 

(21) 

Cm=1Xm ci> Cam=f3m cj, Ck=IXk cj, Cak={Jk cl (22) 

In that case 

(23) 

One can also assume that the regional authorities and recreation facility owners 
coordinate their service expenditures in such a way that relations (22) are satisfied. 
In that case original attractiveness of R1 becomes proportional to the total expen
ditures cl> i.e. 

(24) 

If for a reason the cost components differ from (22) the original attractiveness 
is less than the value (24). 

When one knows the monetary values of demand f 0 and prices p1 it is possible 

to derive the demand (in nights x beds units) denoted by Du ~;; Y11fp1• 

Obviously the total demand at R1 becomes ' 

m 

Y1= .J; Yu=p1 D1 , 

!=1 

m 

D1= 1: Dil, j=l, ... ,m 
i=l 

4. Optimization of profits and taxes in two-regional model 

(25) 

Consider a recreation system composed of two regions (R1o R 2), which compete 
for tourists coming from another region e.g. the rest of the country, characterized 
by net demand Yn· ' 

The demands for recreation at R 1, i=l, 2, become, according to (18); (25): 

Y. ' n . Kz Yn 
Dz= K v • Pz , 

\ l+ .i\.2 
(26) 

where 

-1 -1 

The main decision variable at Rr is the profit rate per person per day: 

·. v1=PtfC1 , i=1, 2 
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In addition to v1 it is also convenient to introduce the relative profit rates: 

(28) 

where v1 is the value of v 1 for the last year. 
'The value of v 1 can be varied _by changing accomodation price p1 or total cost C1 

(including taxes). J 

Assuming that the present model deals with a specific service category, charac
terized by total costs per tourists C, one can assume 'c1=C2 =C and get the demand 
at R1 : ' 

where 

b=(::::r (::r 
Then by (26), (27) one gets 

- q 
q=--1-y, 

a 
ii=--~ 

1-y 

(29) 

(30) 

PzDz Kz 
--:::--=-= ---= b (31) 
P1 D1 K1 

(the upper bars indicate the last year data). Since the past data are assumed to be 
known, (31) can be used for identification of the unknown parametr bin the demand 
function (29). 

It is now possible to derive the benefits B?. of facility owners at R1 (under the 
assumption (22)): 

where 

\ 

Cm, Ck=maintenance and capital costs, 
r 1111, r 1"=taxes assigned to services and capital 

Q1=capacity (number of beds), s1 - duration of season 
Taking into account (22), (29) onw gets 

1- am (1 +r1m)/y1 V 1 ak (1 +r1") Ql S1 C 
BV~= l+hh~ . - ~ 

In a similar way 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

The functions (33), (34) are concave and three exists a unique value of y 1 (Jl), say 
y1 (y2), which maximizes (33), (34). In the simplest case of ii= 1 the value Yt can 
be derived explicitly by solving the eq.•dB7fdy1=0, i=1, 2. For i=1 one gets 

(35) 
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Then the optimum price ft;=Y; v1 • C can be also derived. 
The formula (35) can be used for planning purposes. It specifies the optimum 

relative profit rate the region R 1 can achieve under some expectations regarding 
the profit rate Y2 of competition. That formula can be also used to derive the pro
spective profit rates at different regions, characterized by different, Y2/ J.b coefficients. 

When a# 1 the numerical solution of the problem is necessary. It should be 
observed that the formulae (33), (34), (35) were obtained for the case when the 
demand D 1 (fi1) is less than the capacity Q1 s1 available at R 1 . In the opposite case. 
the demand is limited by supply of services and an extension of of servicing capacity, 
by capital investments, is necessary. '!;:hen in (32) one has to replace Q1 s1 by D 1 

and (33) becomes 

(36) 

where 

consequently, instead of (35) one gets 

Y;=il [1 + -v 1 +Y2/Al b]. (37) 

Since .A: 1 >}. the optimum profit rate is bigger for the case when the available 
capacity is fully utilised. 

Now one is able to investigate the impact of taxes on the regional benefits. 
When r 1 m, r lk are chosen in such a way that the profit rate of regional authority 

7: lm Ctm 7: lk C(k 
v~=----

f3m+fJk 

is more than (equal)- to 1 the profit rate of facility owners v~ becomes less than 
(equal) to Y1 ii1. 

X 10 -)~ 
I B,(y)/y,, 

30[ 

20 

a 0.8 

Fig. la 

o_:': 
Yo 

b 

'1 1. 2 13 

Fig. lb 
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In Fig. l a , lb the graphs of B~/n, D 1 pdn as functions of Y1 (for fixed y 2 ) ' are 
given. It is assumed that Q1 s1 > D1 (y 1) and cxmfl +r1k=0.58; h= 1.1; cx=2.l; 

cxk (l+rlk) Q1 s1 C · 
Yn =0.21. One can observe that for each strategy of R2 (expressed 

by y 2 ) there exists a urJque optimum strategy y 1 , maximizing the relative profit 
rate at R 1 • 

The benefits of the authorities B~ can be derived (when capacity is fully used) 
by the formula: 

The optimum demands D; (p;) determine also the necessary capacities in tourists 
servicing system, which should be supplied by regional authorities within the planned 
interval. The increased capacities determine in turn the investments in regional 
infrastructure, i.e. in water supply, waste disposal etc. , if necessary. 

Generally speaking the regional authority following a specific tourists taxing 
policy should choose a rational compromise between a tendency to increase or 
decrease the profit rate v~ for recreational facility owners. The increased profit 
rate attracts new enterpreneours to the regional system though it decreases the 
profit vf of the authority. In order to study the competetive relations between re
gional authority and facilities owners the methods of cooperative game theory 
can be also used. · , 

It should be also noted that when the regions R1 , R 2 choose (instead of com
petition) a monopolistic strategy, e.g. increasing Y1> y 2 idefinitely, they face soon 
the situation when the demands D1 , D 2 decrease so much that the system operates 
below the existing capacities. That in turn introduces losses and decreases the re
gional benefits. 

5. Regional tourism demand model 

In order to use effectively the optimum relations, describing the optimum profit 
rates Y; and the benefits B?, B~, which correspond to the specific prices and taxes, 
a computerized, interactive model can be used. In Fig. 2 a simplified version of 
such a model is given. 

The model consists of five basic submodels. The consumption submodel uses 
population projection (L) and family income per head, in each specific population 
group, as exogeneous variables. That submodel derives the recreation expenditures 
Y, = {J YL, corresponding to the recreation price n ({J depends usually on n) 

The travel · submodel derives the net (travel excluded) recreation demand Y,,. 

The submodel of interregional demand allocation gives the optimum values 
D"ftt> i= l, 2, using last year data D1,ji1, as well as taxes T ;m, r1k proposed by regions 
Rl> R 2 , and capacities Q;. The optimum values D;, p; are used for computation 
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of the benefits B~, B~ for facilities owners and regional authorities. The submodels 
exchange information in a recursive form. 

For example, the proposed increase of the average price 

ft1D1+ft2D2 
p= D1 +D2 

induces an increase of recreation price t'ln= o:bp+qbw and corresponding decrease 
of recreation expenditures Y, . These in turn decrease the expected benefits B~, B~, 
i=l, 2. 

It should be observed that the present model can be used, besides tourism, for 
planning other forms of regional services, such as e.g. shopping, medical facilities 
etc., characterised by different attractiveness. 
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Modelowanie i optymalizacja regionalnego 
systemu using turystycznych 

Praca dotyczy nastc:;puj~cycb problem6w metodologicznych: 
- w jaki spos6b popyt na uslugi turystyczne w danym regionie (powstaly w innym regionie) 

zalezy od struktury demograficznej i spolecmo-ekonomicznej ludnosci. Ponadto w jaki spos6b, 
zalezy on od atrakcyjnosci osrodka wypoczynkowego (z uwzgl~dnieniem cen i koszt6w podr6zy), 

- w jaki spos6b popyt na turystykc:; jest uzalezniony od moi:liwosci zakwaterowania i podai:y 
uslug, 

- jaka jest optymalna ·polityka cenowa i podatkowa, ·kt6ra pozwala maksymalizowac zysk 
biur turystycznycb i doch6d · regionu. 

Mo,LJ;emtposaHHe wonTIIMH3aQim pernouaJILHOii cncTeMLI 
TypHCTnqecKoro o6CJIY*HBaHHH 

Pa6oTa KaCaeTCl! CJie,LzyiOiilHX MeTO,D;OJIOl"H'IecKHX BOIIpOCOB: 
- KaKHM o6pa30M CIIpOC Ha TYPHCTH'IecKoe o6cny:liOIBaHHe B ,D;aHHOM perHOHe H B03HHKa

IOmiD!: B p;pyrOM perHOHe 3aB!fCHT OT ,D;eMorpa<iJH'IecKO:il: H COIJ;Ha.JThH0·3KOHOMH'IecKOH CTPYKTYPhi 
RaCeJieHHll. KpoMe 3T01"0, B KaKOH CTerreHH 3aBHCHT OH OT rrpHBJieKaTeJihHOCTK MeCTa OT,ll;hiXa 
C Y'feTOM ~eH H ,D;OpOJKHhiX 3aTpaT. 

- KaKHM o6pa30M TYPHCTH'!ecKID!: crrpoc 3aBHCHT OT B03MOJKHOCTeH paCKBapTHpOBaHHl! 
K npeAJIO:lKeHHH IIO ycnyraM. 

- KaK BhiTJil!,ll;HT OIITKMa.JThHal! IIeHOBal! H HaJIOl"OBal! IIOJIHTHKa, KOTOpal! 6bi II03BOJIHJia 
MaKCKMH3HpOBan, IlpH6b¥Jb TypHCTH'IecKHX 6IOpO K ,ll;OXO,ll; perHOHa. 


